Identifying Root Words

A) Write the root in each of the words with prefixes.

1) transport

2) unequal

3) preschool

4) recycle

5) semicircle

6) millimeter

B) Write the root in each of the words with suffixes.

1) cooking

2) peaceful

3) jumped

4) wooden

5) sweetness

6) worker
Identifying Root Words

A) Write the root in each of the words with prefixes.

1) transport _______ port
2) unequal _______ equal
3) preschool _______ school
4) recycle _______ cycle
5) semicircle _______ circle
6) millimeter _______ meter

B) Write the root in each of the words with suffixes.

1) cooking _______ cook
2) peaceful _______ peace
3) jumped _______ jump
4) wooden _______ wood
5) sweetness _______ sweet
6) worker _______ work